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The complexity of controlling rabies has increased dramatically in the United States since wildlife began to replace domestic dogs as the principal disease vector > 40 years ago. Extensive use of veterinary clinics for parenteral vaccination of domestic dogs, observation of the suspect biting animal, and public education campaigns (together with the application of postexposure prophylaxis [PEP] following a dog bite) during the 1950s and 1960s were effective, simple strategies for the management of rabies in dogs. However, these strategies were not directly applicable to the management of rabies in wildlife.

Management of rabies in wildlife is complicated by the ecologic and biologic factors associated with wildlife reservoirs, the multiagency approach needed to manage an important public health problem originating in wildlife, the limitations of available control methods, and the broad range of public attitudes toward wildlife. In addition, there are several variants of the rabies virus in the United States. These are associated with terrestrial carnivores, including raccoons, skunks, and arctic, red, and gray foxes; a number of variants are also found in a variety of species of bats. Recently, an apparent viral shift or adaptation developed with a variant of the virus in canids at the United States-Mexico border area, resulting in local transmission among coyotes and dogs in south Texas. Compounding the problem, animals infected with this variant were translocated to other states. There are equally important biologic, behavioral, and ecologic differences among carnivores that imply inherent differences in disease control approaches to each major reservoir.

It is often difficult to examine the precise epizootic characteristics of rabies as it spreads among animals of a given population. Also, the role of reservoir host abundance and demography is poorly understood. However, it is possible to make several generalizations from passive surveillance data and trends in the reporting of cases of rabies in animals, especially from detailed studies of red fox populations in Europe. Where measures of carnivore abundance exist, the incidence of rabies in animals (presumably all species) is often positively associated with the increasing density of a dominant reservoir species. In general, rabies epizootics affecting carnivores spread in wavellike fashion: the area experiencing the current epizootic is the crest, and the locale with low reservoir-host populations is the trough.

Rabies is viewed as a density-dependent disease, and population dynamics of reservoir hosts are regarded as critical to understanding and modeling the temporal and spatial patterns of rabies in wildlife. In part, the rate of spread of rabies in populations of a particular species can be related to, or modeled by, its social structure, dispersal patterns, and contact rates. Habitat features, such as continuity and patch size, may play a role in the rate of spread and persistence of the disease. Furthermore, interactions among species complicates the understanding of the ecologic and epidemiologic factors associated with rabies. Spillover of infection from the dominant reservoir of a region to other species has been documented, but the processes by which new variants and epizootics of rabies virus emerge in different reservoir species are unknown. After an epizootic has abated, terrestrial reservoir populations decrease, and reports of rabies in animals in a given locale can decline precipitously. An apparent host threshold density has been suggested as necessary for rabies to perpetuate in red fox populations. Below this threshold, contacts appear too few to continue transmission. The threshold phenomenon has not been well studied in other species, although it is presumed to exist. In addition, immunity in surviving members of the reservoir population has been suggested for several species following an epizootic of rabies. The influence of herd immunity and population recovery time in the recrudescence of rabies in enzootic areas are largely unstudied for the terrestrial rabies reservoirs; the situation is similar for the various species of bats and diverse rabies virus variants of bats.
There are a number of approaches for management of rabies in wildlife, such as reduction of vector populations, modification of habitats, parenteral vaccination through **trap-vaccinate-release (TVR)** programs, oral vaccination, and passive disease surveillance. In addition, immunoncontraception for limiting wildlife populations and modulating density-related disease is an intriguing and rapidly progressing area of research, although it is still considered highly experimental. These various methods could be used alone or in combination. The utility of wildlife control methods, either independently or in an integrated control program, will depend in large part on the overall objectives. Objectives for the control of rabies may vary regionally, from state to state, and within a state. State wildlife agencies with the statutory authority to manage wild animals may not universally endorse the same management strategy as their respective state public health agencies. Moreover, the existence of rabies reservoirs in multiple states (with the exception of mongooses and their unique rabies virus variant in Puerto Rico) makes strategic control of rabies a national issue. Oral vaccination programs for carnivores are in developmental or early operational stages, and their field efficacy, costs, and benefits remain uncertain. Conventional management approaches, such as long-term, federally supported population reduction on a broad scale, no longer appear justified relative to social acceptability, cost, and efficacy. Lastly, wildlife reservoir species, unlike domestic animals, are natural resources; therefore, public input is essential in helping to determine the methods used to manage rabies among these animals.

**Rabies Vector Population Reduction**

Historically, population reduction has been used to control rabies on the premise that densities of susceptible animals can be reduced below a threshold necessary for rabies to spread through populations. The efforts to control rabies in skunks in Alberta, Canada represents one of the only recent, documented, and broader-scale uses of population reduction in North America conducted explicitly to control rabies. Success of the control program in Alberta was attributed to a high level of effort during several years, the well-defined behavior of skunks in prairie habitats, and access to an effective method. Compensatory changes in carnivore reproduction and dispersal can limit the effectiveness of controlling population numbers of other species in different conditions.

Population reduction with toxicants is impractical as a broadscale control alternative for rabies in the United States. Presidential Executive Order 11643, issued in 1972, banned the use of toxicants (compound 1080, strychnine, sodium cyanide, and thallium sulfate) for control of predators. The M-44 cyanide capsule has been reregistered with some applicability for controlling rabies vectors (coyotes and red and gray foxes). In addition, research conducted by USDA Animal Damage Control (recently renamed Wildlife Services) has led to the development of a large gas cartridge that may be used for lethal elimination in dens of skunks, coyotes, and red foxes. Similarly, there is a commercially produced gas cartridge for use on denning skunks (also with moles, woodchucks, or other rodents). Various types of traps and aerial and ground shooting could potentially be used with toxicants in an integrated population reduction strategy to control rabies in some species. However, trapping and shooting options for population reduction of wildlife species would require the opportunity for economic review by and input from all potentially affected stakeholders.

The estimated costs of population reduction vary widely, however, such efforts would most likely be cost prohibitive if programs relied on labor-intensive trapping and shooting. Other issues, such as impacts to nontarget species and limited public support for population reduction efforts, clearly restrict the feasibility of this approach as a single tactic for broad-scale control of rabies. Presently, population reduction is most likely to be publicly accepted and effective in localized or site-specific scenarios in the United States (eg, reducing the density of raccoon populations in parks where visitors may come in contact with potentially rabid animals). The use of intensive local population reduction as a contingency to address outbreak foci remains untested. Population reduction also may continue to merit consideration for species or situations in which all other methods are not practical.

**Habitat Modification**

Habitat modification is a useful site-specific management approach that can reduce the chance of interaction between human beings and potential vectors like skunks, raccoons, and bats. Managing refuse through routine garbage pickup, using animal-proof garbage receptacles, making pet food inaccessible to wild animals, capping chimneys, and screening louver vents are examples of habitat manipulation to minimize contact between wild animals, pets, and people. Techniques designed to prevent access of bats to human living quarters can minimize PEP considerations.

**Trap-Vaccinate-Release Programs**
A TVR program was implemented in Toronto in 1984 as an interim measure to control rabies in skunks until an oral rabies vaccine (ORV) could be developed. Inactivated rabies virus vaccine was injected IM into live-trapped skunks. Serum samples from recaptured animals indicated that a high level of population immunity was effective in reducing rabies in Toronto. Costs were relatively high ($450 to $1,150/sq km [US dollars]) for the TVR program in Toronto, but these costs may be offset partially by a reduction in the number of people receiving PEP.25 Similarly, there have been TVR programs targeting raccoons on the Delmarva (Delaware, Virginia, and Maryland) peninsula, in Philadelphia, and in Ithaca, NY. A TVR program is also being implemented along the Ontario boundary of the Niagara Frontier in an attempt to provide a barrier against the invasion of rabid raccoons.

Oral Rabies Vaccination

After the concept was conceived at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) during the 1960s, oral vaccination of red foxes with attenuated Evelyn-Rokitnicke-Abelson vaccine was demonstrated in the early 1970s. The intensity of rabies in foxes in Europe stimulated the further development of vaccines and delivery systems, and these efforts were supported by the World Health Organization. Early control efforts included ground and aerial delivery of rabies vaccine in blister packs inserted in chicken head baits. Oral vaccination in Europe has since progressed to include the use of several efficacious vaccines, including attenuated and recombinant rabies vaccines, in a variety of commercial baits; these are distributed through a combination of ground and aerial bait distribution methods. During 1999, Switzerland, which had a long enzootic for raccoons in red foxes and was the first country to use ORV in wildlife in 1978, was declared free of rabies.

In 1989, a similar ORV program was implemented in southern Ontario. Efforts in Ontario throughout the past decade have been promising and have greatly advanced aerial bait delivery with fixed-wing aircraft over large, homogenous areas of land. The ultimate objective of eliminating the arctic fox variant of the rabies virus, which is transmitted among red foxes in the region, may hinge in part on cooperation with neighboring northeastern states and provinces.

Although oral vaccination shows promise for control of raccoons among some terrestrial vectors, many important questions regarding baits, optimal baiting strategies, and relevant techniques for control of raccoons in bats remain unanswered. Subsequent to placebo baiting studies to evaluate the feasibility of oral vaccination, the potential benefits of oral vaccination have been questioned. In contrast, the public is often supportive of novel control methods, despite the infancy of oral vaccination for control of raccoons among terrestrial vectors in the United States. To warrant consideration as a public health intervention, efficacy of oral vaccination must be proven, and desirable cost-benefit ratios or a willingness to pay among the general public or other stakeholders will be required.

In the United States, international and multidisciplinary collaborative efforts led to the development of a vaccinia-rabies glycoprotein (V-RG) recombinant virus vaccine for use in raccoons. In 1997, the results of safety and efficacy field trials led to full licensure of the V-RG vaccine for use in state or federally approved oral vaccination projects targeting raccoons. To date, the V-RG vaccine has been used in > 10 completed or ongoing field projects for control of raccoons in raccoons. The potential effectiveness of oral vaccination at containing epizootic fronts was first described in New Jersey at the Cape May peninsula and subsequently at the Cape Cod isthmus in Massachusetts. The first suppression of raccoons in an enzootic area was described in the Capital Region of New York. Additional ongoing pilot studies have yet to generate substantial data on which to base operational plans for control of raccoons through oral vaccination. However, it is clear that federal involvement in strategic oral vaccination efforts involving multiple states will be essential if the ultimate goal is elimination of a particular terrestrial variant of raccoons. In addition to pilot studies for control of raccoons, the V-RG vaccine is also being used in an effort to prevent the spread of raccoons among gray foxes in west Texas and among coyotes in south Texas.

Surveillance

Surveillance is integral to all efforts of raccoons control. Surveillance should be pursued more aggressively and with an analytic design during control field trials to objectively evaluate effectiveness. National typing of raccoons virus variants should be continued, because such efforts would lead to better understanding of the spatial and temporal distribution of different variants. Such information is essential in view of the differences in behavior and population dynamics and structure among the major wildlife vectors. If regional control efforts directed at specific variants of the virus are initiated, historic and current surveillance data on variants will be needed. Basic passive surveillance will be insufficient for monitoring the effect of oral vaccination on raccoons in wildlife.
Contraception

Interest in oral contraception in wildlife began in the early 1960s as a means to control coyote populations causing livestock depredations in the west and red fox populations responsible for the spread of rabies in the eastern United States. Research efforts with the reproductive inhibitor diethylstilbestrol had promise, but these were abandoned because of the lack of safe, effective, long-lasting agents, and effective delivery systems. Recently, contraception has regained attention as a means of controlling wildlife populations. Advances in genetic technology since the 1960s have led to the development of immuncontraceptives. Nevertheless, field delivery of oral immuncontraceptives presents many of the same challenges that confronted researchers of oral rabies vaccination in the 1960s. Much work remains to develop safe and effective delivery systems. In addition, many stakeholders will have a voice in defining the conditions under which immuncontraceptives could be acceptably applied.

Recommendations—A better understanding of the complex interaction of host factors (eg, density dependent changes in reproduction, survival, and dispersal, and level of immunity in the surviving population) and viral characteristics involved in epizootic and enzootic transmission of rabies in wildlife populations is necessary. Surveillance systems that include detailed ecologic or epidemiologic data are needed. Explicit descriptions of the impact of rabies on the population dynamics of carnivores and the potential effect of interventions, such as oral vaccination, are fundamentally lacking and critically needed. Educational materials for the public on rabies in wildlife and potential control measures also are inadequate or lacking. Practical and effective vaccines that generate immunity to rabies or inhibit reproduction in specific species are needed. Basic dynamics, movement, and dispersal patterns of rabies vectors should be more fully investigated, particularly in relation to proposed disease control through oral vaccination or other techniques. Professional societies with diverse interests (ecology, mammalogy, wildlife biology, virology, and epidemiology) should collaborate and inform their members of activities in related fields through solicited papers and symposia. More complete species identification on animals, such as bats, submitted for testing should be completed by trained diagnostic laboratory personnel or through collaboration with mammalogists to correct potential laboratory personnel limitations with regard to taxonomic classification of animals submitted for diagnosis of rabies.

In addition to rabies surveillance of wildlife through conventional passive public health submissions, strategic application of active surveillance, such as at epizootic fronts and in areas implementing oral vaccination, will be critical. More effective use of available sources of data should be considered, including augmenting surveillance data collection at the state level. Information on specific geographic location and disease status of all animals submitted for testing should be reported and retained. Existing surveillance systems should be integrated within geographic information system databases, especially databases that would enable classification of habitat features. This would facilitate the understanding of the population dynamics and habitat relationships of reservoir species and potential spread of disease. Educational materials on rabies in wildlife and potential control measures need to be compiled and made available for widespread public distribution as requested by the public. The potential benefits of oral vaccination and other integrated control strategies should be thoroughly described for various major application strategies, such as suppression of local intensity of rabies, containment of an epizootic front, and proposed elimination of a terrestrial rabies variant. Research leading toward the development of practical contraceptives or related technology for managing wildlife populations should be encouraged and supported. Symposia that bring veterinarians, wildlife managers, and other stakeholders together for collaboration on management strategies should be conducted.

Authority for Management of Rabies in Wildlife

Timely and appropriate response concerning human or domestic animal exposure to rabies should be a local action. However, it is important for responses to be standardized and based on sound public health policy that requires protocols be developed at the state level, using national guidelines. At the local level, a variety of agencies and individuals may be involved in managing exposure to rabies (eg, animal control officers, health department personnel, emergency room staff, and veterinarians). This multiagency involvement can be confusing for many citizens who may not know the responsible party to call in the event of an exposure. Such confusion can also lead to lack of coverage when clear lines of responsibility are not stated. Recommendations have been prepared by the National Association of State Public Health Veterinarians and the Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices, but these guidelines do not address specific logistic issues at the local level.

Recommendations—State and local task forces consisting of representatives of all involved agencies should be formed to make recommendations for improving communication and
coordination at both levels. The health department should be the single authority at the local (city, county, or town) and state levels designated to establish protocols for the management of human exposure to wildlife and to ensure that protocols are followed. State health departments, cooperating with other state agencies (e.g., agriculture, wildlife), and using information from recognized national authorities, should provide localities with guidelines and protocols, including those for the scientific rationale for managing wild and domestic animals that potentially expose humans or domestic animals. The public should be notified by various means as to appropriate contacts in the event of an exposure. The system of reporting exposures should be simple and should include 24-hour coverage for nights, weekends, and holidays. If local police or animal control dispatchers receive the information, it should be transmitted to the appropriate individual or agency (e.g., health department, animal control, game warden) for response. In all instances, procedures should ensure that the health department is notified of any suspected exposure to rabies. Records should be kept of all potential exposures and eventual outcomes.

Management of Wildlife to Minimize Transfer of Disease

Throughout history, wild animals have been captured, moved, and released by human beings. In a report by Nielsen,57 conservation, ecology, commerce, recreation, and humanitarian concerns were cited as the primary reasons for translocation of wildlife. Many benefits may be derived through translocation of wild animals, such as restoration of rare or endangered species and expansion of genetic variability of specific isolated populations. However, translocation of animals also has the potential for significant negative impact, particularly with regard to inadvertent transfer of pathogens. For example, there is evidence that the 1977 mid-Atlantic focus of the rabies epizootic in raccoons was the result of long-distance translocation of infected raccoons from the southeastern United States.58-60 More recently, the coyote-dog variant of the raccoon virus, previously known only from the United States-Mexico border, was diagnosed in American Foxhounds in Alabama and Florida.61 The cases were linked to commercial fox-chasing pens62 that had stocked coyotes63 and were contained. Intensive use of commercial enclosures created a need to restock animals and led to interstate commercial traffic in wild-caught foxes and coyotes.64 In response, state regulations regarding fox-chasing enclosures and sale of live foxes and coyotes are rapidly evolving65 but compliance remains a problem.66 In another recent incident, rabies was diagnosed in gray foxes transported from Texas to Montana. Genetic analysis revealed that the isolate was a gray fox variant found in west Texas.67 Similar episodes have involved the translocation of bats from the United States to Europe.

Short-distance relocation of nuisance wildlife may also affect the local incidence of rabies. The most important reservoirs, such as raccoons, skunks, foxes, and various species of bats, are capable of living in close association with people, particularly where “suburbanization” results in adequate shelter and food. Nuisance wildlife are killed or captured and removed by property owners, private pest control operators, licensed commercial trappers, and municipal, state, or federal animal control or wildlife management personnel. Often, landowners express a strong desire that the animals be removed unharmed and transported elsewhere for release. Although relocation is often local, this transportation of animals may provide a mechanism for rabies to spread more rapidly into contiguous, susceptible populations or to surmount geographic or artificial immunologic barriers, such as those caused by oral vaccination of rabies in wildlife.

Recommendations—Stronger and more uniform federal and state wildlife regulations are necessary to prevent indiscriminate international, interstate, and intrastate movement and release of wild carnivores by private citizens. Effective enforcement of state wildlife regulations is necessary to deal with intrastate relocation of wild carnivores. Guidelines are critically needed for determining when nuisance wildlife should be euthanized instead of being released. Regulations pertaining to the live release of nuisance animals that are vectors for rabies need to be more restrictive. Under the jurisdiction of the state’s wildlife, agriculture, or public health agency, each state should have or develop regulations regarding the rehabilitation, capture, holding, sale, and release of wildlife, particularly the importation of wild-caught carnivores.

States with endemic rabies in a given species should develop regulations prohibiting—except under special permit—the assembly of live, wild animals of that species for any purpose including intra- or interstate sales. Violations of state regulations on import of wild animals should be prosecuted through a joint effort between the state and the US Fish and Wildlife Service.68,69 thereby activating the penalties associated with violations of the Lacey Act.70

Public education programs should be developed to explain public health risks and the need for regulations on relocation of wildlife. Information should address the zoonotic disease risks issues associated with translocation of wildlife. Stronger federal regulation of international animal importation, including the prohibition, quarantine, or restricted movement of exotic species capable of introducing or perpetuating nonindigenous Lyssaviruses, is required.

Implementation of Vaccination Programs for Wildlife
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Use of ORV in the United States is restricted by the USDA to state or federally approved control programs targeting raccoons, with additional applications underway in Texas targeting coyotes and gray foxes. Parenteral vaccines have not been licensed for use in wildlife. Use of ORV should be reserved for large-scale attempts to eliminate or reduce the impact of an outbreak of rabies in wildlife or to limit entry of rabies from wildlife into an area; ORV should not be used for the vaccination of individual animals. Currently, there is no officially delegated lead agency to monitor or evaluate the use of ORV once they are fully licensed.

**Recommendations**—A national strategy should be formulated for the use of ORV in wildlife, and a federal agency should be designated to lead wildlife vaccination efforts. A single agency within each state should be designated to coordinate rabies vaccination programs in consultation with the other involved agencies. Oral vaccination programs should be optimized through investigations of various bait densities and distribution methods. The CDC should provide technical laboratory and logistic assistance in the conduct, coordination, and surveillance evaluation of state programs, including communication and coordination with other participating state and federal agencies. The USDA should assist in implementation of control programs. Universities and other groups could play various roles, including research, evaluation, and technical support; however, these roles should be secondary to the activities of state and federal agencies. State authorities from public health agencies and either the designated public health veterinarian or the state veterinarian from agriculture departments should have ultimate responsibility for the conduct, supervision, coordination, and termination of wildlife vaccination programs in their respective states. These activities should be coordinated between state departments of agriculture and wildlife. This effort can be expedited by the formation of an interdepartmental task force or committee representing at least those 3 agencies responsible for public health, agriculture, and wildlife. Other potential members for such a task force include private and academic veterinary and human medical practitioners and biomedical researchers.

Since the meeting of the 1995 working group, measurable, but somewhat limited, progress has been made toward control of rabies in wildlife. More areas are using ORV since the vaccine has become licensed. Further westward advancement of rabies in raccoons appears to have been stalled by a considerable ORV effort in the first affected Ohio counties, adjacent to Pennsylvania. However, the recent advancement of raccoons northward from New York to eastern Ontario, despite prevention measures in the area (ORV in New York and TVR in Ontario), exemplifies the weakness of current control methods and the lack of guidelines toward efficacious application. Application of ORV in Texas has restricted the progression of raccoons in coyotes and gray foxes. Clearly, ORV and other management methods are currently novel tools in the prevention and control of raccoons in the United States. For these control methods to become practical, numerous aspects of the various techniques will require additional development and evaluation. Economic analysis and field assessment is in progress.
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